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ELEMENTS
Those who plan, develop and manufacturefor public spaces take on a major responsibility since the
various user profiles of people in traffic, at work
or during their free time and their different needs
are interwoven in many ways.
From our standpoint, BURRI public elements Ltd.
has been answering precisely this challenge in
an impressive manner for more than 100 years.
Architonic is thus delighted to showcase some
aspects of this internationally active Swiss family
firm in this Architonic Special Issue.
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IN BRIEF

COMPETENCE IN PUBLIC ELEMENTS®
BURRI public elements Ltd. was founded in Zurich in 1907.
Today, the company is managed by the fourth generation.
BURRI generates many synergies thanks to its broad experience in development and production, project management and
as a general contractor. Thanks to the constant development
of proven systems and products developed in-house, BURRI
offers its clients a wide range of products and options across
the entire spectrum of Public Elements®. Personal commitment from design through to details, experience, expertise and
short and efficient decision-making paths during implementation are the basis for lasting professional relationships.
Quality is given a comprehensive meaning at BURRI: when
all technical, safety, cost and usability criteria are met, durability consists of enabling future city planning and spatial
development and supporting new user needs. BURRI builds to
high-level functional, aesthetic and resource-friendly standards, always with an eye on high usability and low life-cycle
costs. For decades, BURRI has developed standard solutions
and custom products directly with clients. Ideas freely exchanged within the team result in products whose usability
has already been considered from all angles during the
development process.
BURRI has always cooperated with famous architects, designers and landscape architects as well as with national and
international research institutions (i.e. ETH Zurich, ZHDK, STZ,
EMPA, HSLU, HS Niederrhein, FHNW and HSR). Dependent on
the project, expert planners, engineers, authorities, utilities
and railway companies are included in development work
right from the start.
During the early planning stages, BURRI works out real,
full-cost calculations with the client. This includes both
initial investments and maintenance costs as well as energy
efficiency during the lifetime of a product or an installation.
Numerous BURRI projects of all sizes – from large parks and
waiting rooms in local transportation through to complete
signage systems – are proof that high quality and economy
are compatible.
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INTRODUCTION

THE IDENTITY OF THE
PUBLIC SPACE
PUBLIC ELEMENTS® CREATE AN IDENTITY AND IDENTIFICATION

Victory Park, East Village, London

“Public spaces are more important than buildings. They make a city alive. Public
spaces have an enormous power. They make people feel better in their quarter,
city or region. You created a great public space when people are using it as if it had
always been there. Creating public spaces always needs a long term view – what
you are doing is for decades. Maintenance is a key element! A public space not
maintained well, immediately loses its power.“

High-quality public spaces support civil cohabitation. They are places to meet,
create identity, togetherness and a feeling of belonging. The vitality of a city is
reflected in its public spaces – squares, streets and parks, but also semi-public
spaces such as railway stations or airports. Public spaces serve not only as
places to meet, but are especially also mobility hubs. When a space is perceived
as occupied and safe, users of all ages and levels of society gladly spend time
there. Lively public spaces, populated by a good cross-section of the general public, increase users’ feeling of safety and thus create identification with the place.
Glattal railway:
Identification for an entire region
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NEEDS OF PUBLIC
AUTHORITIES

NEEDS OF THE
POPULATION
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Public Elements® are an important part of this perception. High-quality, functional
elements that integrate into the general context are an expression of appreciation
and the basis for a sense of belonging and identification. They have an influence on
a space becoming somewhere that people enjoy using, because it offers relaxation,
a chance to meet others and mobility. If it succeeds, this neighbourhood, this part
of town, will be seen as an attractive, high-quality location.
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For over 100 years, BURRI has been developing solutions for public spaces. To
meet the many-faceted requirements in public spaces, company philosophy is
oriented towards the values of usability, durability, safety, efficiency, social sustainability and environmental impact. At every stage, from development through
to assembly, solutions are sought that best reconcile these six requirements.
Sustainability exists when the Public Elements fulfil these aspects over their
entire lifecycle.
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Perception and identity
Consistent design and equipment for public spaces have an effect not only in a
neighbourhood or city, but also in an entire country to some extent. Orientation,
recognition, a feeling of belonging to a country and other identity-forming impulses
are permanently and subconsciously projected by all objects in public spaces. The
great significance of these elements is also known to filmmakers. Identical stage
sets can serve for Paris, London or Berlin, if certain public elements are brought
into the picture. Lights, street signs, metro entrances, red telephone booths, advertising pillars, etc. – people immediately know where they are and are “oriented”.
Public Elements by BURRI have already ornamented public spaces for decades.
One classic is the Landi bench from 1939, it’s impossible to imagine Swiss
public spaces without it. The Soleil system with poster media and light boxes
has beautified public spaces for 30 years, in squares, streets, railway stations
and public buildings.

Public Elements such as poster media and light boxes decorate open spaces

A small share of costs, a large perceptual factor
The conversion and renovation of public spaces is always a political question and
a benchmark for citizens of the respect shown them by politics. For this reason
too, each action becomes a multifaceted process. In addition, in our concentrated
spaces, planning and implementing such projects is complex and cost-intensive.
Outdoor decorating often only takes place at the end of a project and serves to
compensate for budget overruns. High-value outdoor outfitting actually only uses
a maximum of 1-2% of the total investment for projects in public spaces. But it
is these very elements that heavily influence visitors’ impressions. They are responsible for the impression a public space makes on people over decades and are an
important factor for a feeling of safety and quality of life.

The Landi bench: a set piece of Swiss parks since 1939
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Short-term decisions with long-term consequences
As a project progresses, it is often assumed that furniture will in any case be
replaced at shorter intervals, so “savings” are made on its purchase. Cities and
municipalities usually only have the will, the time and the budget to replace them
after 20 years. In addition, each replacement again involves construction work, new
foundations, supply lines and replacement and elimination. This often means new
construction authorisations, expensive safety measures, roadblocks and detours
and, for citizens, longer limitation of use. In the long term, this is very expensive
and quite often creates a “patchwork” of road surfaces and infrastructure.
For this reason, a new investment is usually not considered and, because of its
limited scope for action, the current maintenance service provider usually ends up
expensively maintaining elements that are worth less and less.
Thanks to decades of experience in outdoor installations, BURRI is aware of the
high demands made due to intensive, constant use in public spaces, such as
vandalism, weather, temperature swings, UV rays and corrosion.

Signage as an important part of corporate identity and identification
with a place

High usability as a key criterion

The choice of the best materials plus a sustainable system logic thus determine
BURRI’s development process and guarantee low lifecycle costs. Maintenance and
operating costs are taken into account as is the possibility of transforming existing installations or upgrading them with new technology, even after decades in use.
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REPORT

COMPETENCE IN LIGHTING TECHNOLOGY
CROSS-SECTOR SYNERGIES – LIGHTING SOLUTIONS FOR PUBLIC SPACES
AUTHOR: ULRICH BÜTTNER

Light is an integral part of the general architectural concept.
Architecture: Penzel Valier

At BURRI, lighting technology is a comprehensive area of competence. Whereas
earlier generations were particularly successful in the area of traffic technology,
with tunnel lighting, floodlights and globe lights for squares and pathways, today’s
generation has again addressed itself to the development of lighting solutions with
the onset of LED technologies for lighting.
We already had the necessary experience in LED lighting because of advertising
technology and thanks to competent development partners. At BURRI, traffic technology, advertising technology or large architectural projects often bring new developments, because new solutions must be found for technical or aesthetic reasons.
Thus the use of LED technologies was widespread in advertising technology earlier
than in street lighting, which has much higher lighting requirements and more
complex demands.

65m light wall as a functional
design element
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Since then, LED technology has also developed enormously in street lighting. For a
long time, great strides were made in LED efficiency over short cycles. A common
occurrence was that the first generation was already outdated by the time it was
ready for use. We thus had to constantly stay on the ball. The core competence at
BURRI, developing special applications and project-specific solutions, showed itself
to be a decisive advantage in this case.

In-house development and production
allows fast implementation times and
client-specific solutions

Where large providers cannot act profitably, BURRI is strong both in lighting technology and in implementing individual solutions. BURRI LEDs often use the latest
generation, whereas large manufacturers need much longer lead times. Circuit
boards are developed in-house by BURRI, manufactured according to the relevant
specifications and assembled in Switzerland.
Architects and planners particularly appreciate getting a complete solution from
BURRI if needed. From advice, calculations, quotation, delivery and fitting through
to commissioning. This advantageous combination is rarely found at other companies. Increasingly, there are projects in public spaces that require precisely this
combination of various areas of competence.
No matter whether it is urban furniture, information and advertising technology or
traffic technology, there are always synergies between all fields in lighting technology. With lighting technology, in particular, BURRI has created links between
its professional fields for entire outdoor spaces that can rarely be offered to this
extent by other companies.

High-quality downlight for flush ceiling mounting, 80-150W

Individual mounting and light distribution

METRO LED streetlights, 30-200 watts, up to 27,500 lm system capacity
and up to 130 lm/W system efficiency
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Competence in lighting engineering has been selectively developed in recent
years. The expansion of the electronics department with a lighting laboratory
and in-house production resulted in greater added value across all sectors
than BURRI had anticipated.
Instead of the planned large light boxes with glass for posters, BURRI developed
a special lamp that lights conventionally glued posters homogeneously and efficiently. The system is very energy-efficient, at only 100W, causes minimal scattered
light (Dark Sky criteria), is simple, upgradable and much cheaper to buy and operate that a large light box. This initially very cost-intensive project finally resulted
in a manageable investment for the client

Bright Stripes on Soleil-F24 poster media lit
energy-efficiently and without glare

If, as is the case in a complex outdoor lighting project, some new developments
are necessary besides many different products, BURRI is the right place to come.
A typical solution according to the BURRI philosophy is the lighting concept for
traffic signage lights that was implemented with a 40 Volt solution. The formerly
necessary additional installation for 230 Volt thus became unnecessary and it was
possible to work with the 40 Volt AC that is usual in today’s traffic technology.
The METRO LED lighting system was developed by a team of lighting engineers
and designers. A case designed for efficient assembly and optimal thermal management permits numerous configurations and extension possibilities. The construction provides very high system performance up to 27,500 lm and a system
efficiency of up to 130 lm/W.

Further development of advertising technology:
LED signage panel lights, 40 Volt AC

METRO LED suspended lights 3000K for large-surface area lighting

METRO LED lamp poles 4000K
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METRO AULA hall lighting

ETH Campus Zurich, special “Wohnraum” LED lights by Reto Marty, nachtaktiv

Public Light LED

Megaposter, 50m with Bright Stripes LED lighting

Besides convincing engineering performances in the areas of traffic and advertising
technology, where pleasing synergy effects are a regular occurrence, BURRI naturally benefits from the fact that it has had proactive clients in both fields for decades. Its credibility for this broad range of competences is based on well-known
references and many years of use of proven systems.
Thanks to its many years of collaboration and partnership with planners, engineers,
designers and architects as well as with universities and research institutions,
BURRI remains close to both technology and the market. Multidisciplinary projects
constantly provide new creative solutions and developments, enabling the company
to develop continuously.

Curved LED light display, ultraflat, impact
resistant, Hamburg elevated railway
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REPORT

LIGHT BOXES
FROM THE FIRST STANDARD SWISS POSTER MEDIA TO THE CITY LIGHTS RADIO-CONTROLLED POSTER
CHANGER – PRODUCTIVE SYSTEMS FOR POSTERS, CITY MAPS AND INFORMATION

City Light scroller F12 for APG | SGA, latest generation poster changer 2014, SBB main stations

The origins of the productive light boxes go back many decades. Alois Burri, the
grandfather of today’s owner, developed the first standard poster media in Switzerland in 1946 for APG, with Bruno Giacometti, the famous artist’s brother. The filigree
tube design of a flat poster media for the usual formats thus came into being. This
development marked BURRI’s entry into advertising technology.

First standard poster media in Switzerland, developed in 1946 by Bruno Giacometti and Alois Burri

As demand rose in Zurich for a coordinated uniform general concept because of the
explosion of outdoor advertising in the 1980s, BURRI developed, with designer Fritz
Gottschalk, the Soleil posting system for APG for all the usual formats and uses.
The Soleil system finally became the standard all over Switzerland. The system is
simple, highly functional and suits any context thanks to its anthracite-coloured
T-profiles. Today, Soleil is an inconspicuous design icon like the Landi bench and,
since 1989, has become one of the most widespread Public Elements® in public
spaces in Switzerland.
When the question of illuminated advertising spaces arose, BURRI public elements
developed the first poster light boxes for outdoor use. These were also one of the
first examples of structural glazing, because the innovative suspended glass panels
had invisible frames on the front. In the 1990s, BURRI, in conjunction with Phillips
Holland, the first manufacturer of T5 tubes, used these for outdoor poster boxes.

Soleil poster media as Swiss standard for all
poster formats, Gottschalk+Ash Int‘l and BURRI
1987 for APG
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The two-sided F200 light box only needs two 35-watt tubes. Even with LEDs, one
can hardly do better today. The secret was a patented central reflector for ideal
light diffusion. BURRI light boxes are very economical. Changing the tubes or the
entire LED light unit does not require an electrician. Clip fastenings and socket
connections allow billposters to carry out technical maintenance themselves. This
sustainable design philosophy later enabled the simple upgrading of the first generations, thus more than doubling the lifetime and energy efficiency of the proven
light boxes.
Developments from BURRI, such as the shallow construction depth of the light
boxes, are true innovations. With only 11.5 cm depth for double-sided and 6.5 cm
for single-sided large poster light boxes, the company was once more able to take
the lead. The trick was a double-sided light dispersion module with a construction
depth of only 18 mm, with a single light dispersion panel. Thanks to their patented
design, very narrow single or double-sided boxes can be outfitted with vertically
hinged window panels.

Flush-mounted LED poster light boxes and timetable display cases

City maps, part of the city
pedestrian guidance system

City Lights showcases as elements of architectural design

Contact with Nicholas Grimshaw, for example, gave rise to a new signage system
during the fifth construction stage at Zurich Airport. It had to be understated, slim
and practical. Changing images was almost ten times cheaper and much faster
than the existing systems.

BURRI develops according to project, with the result
that entirely new systems are often created by the
innovative adaptation of proven standard solutions

City Lights combination: Light and display boxes as
a city information and guidance system
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SELECTED PRODUCTS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW LIGHTING
1

2

3

7

8

9

1

2

3

LED STREET LIGHTS METRO
NOSE
As suspended or cantilever lights or
lamp poles, METRO suits every urban
lighting situation. Thanks to systematic optimisation of the LED matrix, the
METRO light achieves particularly even
light diffusion.
architonic.com/1163169

7
TRAFFIC SIGNAGE LIGHTS
Optimum lighting of signage and minimum distant glare thanks to independently configurable light strips. With 40
Volt AC, the lights can easily be integrated into existing traffic infrastructure.
architonic.com/1272728
14

METRO AULA
NOSE
Numerous mounting possibilities and
individual configurations of light diffusion give high flexibility of use. Good,
contrast-rich colour rendering permits
precise work and increases safety.

LED PUBLIC LIGHT
BEAT KARRER
The proven Public Light, understated,
impact-resistant and efficient. Light
diffusion by opalescent light cylinder
or stainless steel reflector aimed at
the ground.

architonic.com/1272724

architonic.com/1040151

8

9

BRIGHT STRIPES
BEAT KARRER
For efficient, homogeneous lighting of
large surfaces: Bright Stripes power
LEDs give off a luminosity and brilliance
of colour that is otherwise only possible
with backlit posters.

RECTANGULAR TUBE LIGHTS
KAI FLENDER
A durable uniform lighting solution with
long-life tubes for minimum maintenance. The Rectangular is weatherproof,
has a high degree of sealing to prevent
the ingress of humidity and insects.

architonic.com/1121081

architonic.com/1272726

4

5

6

10

11

12

4

5

6

LED “WOHNRAUM” STANDARD LAMPS
RETO MARTY
A living-room feel for public spaces. The
custom lampshade diffuses light asymmetrically.

INFORMATION STANDS

BRANDINGWALL LIGHT WALLS

Even illumination with minimal power
use and very little heat. Design, materials and stability are especially suited
to the stringent requirements of airports,
shopping centres and railway stations.

With its elegant frameless look, the
BURRI Brandingwall is ideally suited as
an architectural design element or large
advertising surface.

architonic.com/1249020

architonic.com/1273299

architonic.com/1121067
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11

12

LK3000 LED LIGHT BOXES

LK4000 LED LIGHT BOXES

SHOPFRONT ILLUMINATED SIGNS

The patented BURRI lifting and clamping
device allows quick image switches.
Poster-hanging is possible even in the
rain thanks to the vertically hinged
safety glass panel.

Equipped with the latest lighting
technology, the BURRI Swiss Economy
LED light dispersion module, the City
Lights Lk4000LED is impressive with
its perfect light diffusion and minimum
construction depth.
architonic.com/1121346

The modular, 4 cm-deep, LED-lit
Shopfront system provides a uniform
solution to the optical chaos of sizes,
colours and shapes of neon signs in
shopping malls.

architonic.com/1121339

architonic.com/1027357
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REPORT

A SIGN OF THE TIMES:
GROUND-BREAKING SIGNAGE DESIGN
ORIENTATION SYSTEMS AS FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS OF ARCHITECTURE | AUTHOR: SIMON KEANE-COWELL

Signage, outdoor guidance, Messe Basel, new
construction of Hall 1 by Herzog & de Meuron

Signage is an important part of corporate identity and identification with a place.
It is often more than just a hospitable gesture to show us the way in cities, travel
hubs such as railway stations and airports, cultural institutions or shopping centres. Besides visitor perception, it is also a question of business, which can only be
transacted if the customer, passenger or visitor finds the right way.
Architects, graphic and product designers and scenographers are all equally involved when it comes to making public spaces readable for users and offering orientation aids. Orientation systems that compliment the architecture and are in accord
with it are usually essential. Convincing guidance systems fulfil their role without making a big impression. “Done right,” observes design critic and academic
Per Mollerup, “nobody talks about them. Done wrong, they can spoil everything.”

Basel World, the most important international
watch and jewellery fair in the world
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Inconspicuously conspicuous: Messe Basel and Zurich Airport
Martin Burri, owner of Swiss manufacturer BURRI public elements, agrees with
what Per Mollerup says. He answers the question of what the user should remember about the new information and guidance system that his company
created for Messe Basel simply: “They don’t consciously notice it. It merges with
the architecture and is seen as a functional given. And this is how it should be.”

BURRI public elements was commissioned to develop, manufacture and install a
new information and guidance system within the Messe Basel area, comprising the
entire outdoor space, the new Herzog & de Meuron building and the four existing
exhibition halls.
The discreet but highly functional modular signage system for Messe Basel consists
of a family of twelve newly-developed and technically sophisticated product types.
BURRI carried out the project in close cooperation with unit-design, the Frankfurtbased design studio.

Outdoor wayfinder
Art Basel, International Art Fair

The high-quality mobile stands must correspond to the high functional and aesthetic requirements of
varied fair operation

The key criteria for the effectiveness of a guidance system are its legibility and
usability. The challenge for unit-design was to find a graphic language that functions in very different contexts, is very user-friendly, yet also has a certain sophistication and is as suitable for the exclusive environment of Baselworld or Art Basel
as for fairs open to a wider audience, such as for example the Basle sample fair.
The solution? Restraint.
The Frankfurt design office applied Mies van der Rohe’s principle, “less is more”
and decided on a monochromatic reduced typography that thus is clearly distin-

Twelve new products were developed for Messe
Basel, which are used in over 1,800 positions
indoors and out
Fast and easy image changes for the mobile
systems and simple additions to ceiling signs with
event add-ons
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guished from the colourful fair environment. “We were looking for a clear and
simple design language that could function as a background to the brands, while
offering visual quality and detail”, explains Bernd Hilpert from unit-design.
The concept with a pared-down white font on a black background is visually impressive, precisely because it is discreet. It had already been used in a similar
manner in 2005 for Zurich Airport, where it has since proven its efficiency. Thanks
to its flexible design and discreet design language, the airport signage system
could also be used in all new buildings and for the relevant signage changes. The
fast and simple changing of images showed its worth both during the construction
process and in everyday use. BURRI was active in developing, manufacturing and
installing the guidance system.

A series of signs and cubes for wall or
ceiling mounting complete the information
and guidance system

The sleek ceiling signage was completed with
City Light stands with area maps and timetables

The Swiss specialist collaborated on this project with the famous British firm,
Grimshaw Architects, that was not only responsible for the architecture of the impressive new terminal, but also for the design of the elements and products of the
guidance system. Zurich’s Designalltag was entrusted with the graphic realisation.

Since 2014, monitor stands in the same design language as the existing
City Lights complete the static information at Zurich Airport

Greater than the sum of its parts
For both projects – Messe Basel and Zurich Airport – BURRI public elements
transformed the designer’s renderings into technically innovative products that
not only contain a lot of know-how but are also faithful to the designer’s ideas.
“We try to implement the design guidelines as precisely as possible” says Martin
Burri, “even if it is often technically a big challenge”. One of the main challenges
met by the current guidance system at Zurich Airport is its easy maintenance. The
graphic panels and internal lighting elements can be quickly changed without tools
by airport personnel themselves. Thanks to these benefits of the BURRI guidance
system, maintenance costs were significantly decreased compared to previously, so
that the initial investment was already amortised after the first changes in signage
due to construction.

In-house construction of all structural elements
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After the light boxes with their innovative hinged frames (for easy opening and closing) had already proved their worth at the airport, the mechanism was improved
for the information and guidance system at Messe Basel, where the uncomplicated
changing of graphics is just as important.
A fair venue must answer the needs of various organisers and exhibitors: Floor
plans, directing visitor flows and various additional orientation aids and information
must be adapted to each fair. It is essential that this be done quickly and easily.

High functionality distinguishes the mobile
double- and triple-sided stands for indoor use.
The heavy bases integrate smooth-running and
technically sophisticated double castors. The
freestanding signage elements can thus easily
be rolled to a new location or redirected. Once
in the desired position, they can be blocked
from turning or moving thanks to a foot pedal

This kind of guidance system, that is particularly long-lasting because of the
robustness of the product and economical to use thanks to the simple handling,
requires a high initial investment. But precisely in demanding and challenging trade
fair environments, this investment will prove to be more than worth it in the long
run. “The durability of a system is the decisive factor in the long term. Particularly
in dynamic building complexes like airports, trade fairs, railway stations or museums, this investment will quickly be amortised.”

Form and function: a minimum construction depth of only 4cm and efficient uniform
backlighting correspond to the designer’s requirements

Intelligent hinged suspensions, invisible cable duct, tool-less
image changing

Aesthetics and functionality are perfectly united in the system developed with Grimshaw Industrial Design.
It offers various types of mounting for every architectural context
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SELECTED EXAMPLES

PROJECT OVERVIEW: SHOPPING,
AIRPORT, RAILWAY STATIONS

Shopfront neon signs, large light boxes, monitor stands and benches, Tivoli shopping centre

City Light Information stand, Glatt shopping centre
“Seamless” LED large light boxes

Large light boxes and branding walls
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Westsidecenter Berne, Daniel Libeskind

City Light monitor stands, Zurich Airport

82” monitors for advertising, SBB main railway stations

Combined City Light stands, monitors and static information

Airport shopping, Zurich Airport

Zoning elements with illuminated advertising
Zurich Airport, arrivals
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PROJECT PRESENTATION

GLATTAL RAILWAY
THE IDENTITY OF AN ENTIRE REGION
ARCHITECTURE: KAI FLENDER | GENERAL CONTRACTOR & DESIGN: BURRI PUBLIC ELEMENTS LTD.
AUTHOR: DR. PHIL. FRIEDERIKE MEHLAU WIEBKING

The elegant modular expandable railway
stops by Kai Flender:
HOCH.BAU.KASTEN railway stop infrastructure
Glattpark/TV studio stop
Photo: Jürg Rohr

The 12.7 km-long Glattal railway runs like a red thread through the buildings of
the (city) landscape of North Zurich. It links the towns and municipalities of the
“Glattal conurbation” in a single urban space; the railway becomes an integral part
of the general design of the city and the surrounding landscape.
It can hardly be overlooked that the Glattal railway local traffic project was realized in north-eastern Zurich in Switzerland: despite complex planning and construction processes, the Glattal railway stands out in all areas, from the urban
planning standpoint to design details. It is an exemplary model of how an identitycreating urban project can be carried out to the highest design standards and with
overall coordination.
“Central Glattal” is amongst the fastest growing economic areas in Switzerland.
The Glattal railway is thus not only a public transportation project for this conurbation, but also a complex product of urbanism, regional development, landscape
and traffic planning as well as economic promotion. To date, private building costs
along the tracks of the Glattal railway have amounted to more than 9 billion Swiss
francs.
The corporate identity of the Glattal railway was decisively shaped by the unique
modular construction system and consequently cost-effective elements, designed in
detail by architect Kai Flender, who worked at Nicholas Grimshaw for a long time.
All elements of the bus- and railway-stop buildings, catenary supports and balus-
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trades are continuously prefabricated system elements by BURRI public elements,
thus contributing to a uniform design language. These elements accounted for only
2% of total construction costs, but are the most important identification carriers for
users and the new Glattal conurbation. As is rarely the case in public projects, a
uniform image was achieved for all the elements along the route.
The concept of the stops – the figureheads of the Glattal railway – is based on a
space-containing wall with an overhanging roof. All the elements necessary for a
stop are set flush into it, such as windbreakers, ticket vending machines, information and light boxes, waste bins, loudspeakers, technical installations and the larch
wood benches.
Kai Flender interprets the glazed wall cut-outs as “windows on the city” and
“landmarks of the Glattal railway”. The innovative wall element concept makes any
further furniture unnecessary, so the Glattal railway is freely accessible to disabled people and mechanical cleaning is possible. The railway stops are in complete compliance with the Federal act on the elimination of discrimination against
people with disabilities and are thus a shining example.
The “red thread” through the fastest growing development area in Switzerland:
the Glattal, © feddersen + klostermann; Kai Flender,
independent architect

Cross-city identity: windows on the city and landmarks of modern mobility. Photo:
Thiele & Breitschmid, Zurich

One of the 23 Glattal railway stops between the
airport and the city of Zurich

Along the entire route of the Glattal railway, there are more than 300 catenary
supports. Together, they form a continuous design element for the traffic facilities
and the urban spaces of “Glatt city”. At the stops, the supports are used to carry
information or lights and contain functions such as loudspeakers, video surveillance, etc.
The Glattal railway project confirms the role of the architect as a general director
of complex planning tasks, by its high design and functional standards.
This goes against the current trend to give general control to pure cost control and
to limit the architect to formal design.
High transparency “Innovation in glass”:
Solar control glass with hole design on
the transparent roof, rear wall glass
with dot design for ideal bird protection
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REPORT

TRAFFIC TECHNOLOGY
A TRADITION FROM THE 1980S – FROM THE FIRST STAINLESS STEEL TUBE LAMP POSTS THROUGH ELECTROMECHANICAL
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT TO MODERN LED STREET LIGHTS | AUTHOR: ULRICH BÜTTNER

Sign gantries for lane-relevant traffic direction and rational cable laying. All from the same source:
measuring on location, dimensioning, just-in-time production and delivery

In terms of traffic technology, BURRI links up with the successes of the founding
and previous generations. Each area of activity was always based on a technological innovation. Today’s owner’s grandfather was fascinated by the Bauhaus ideal
and saw great potential in the transformation of the new steel tubes that arrived in
the 1930s.

Advertisement from the 1960s

Originally lamp posts, or candelabras as they are known in Switzerland, were
cast in steel. In 1937, BURRI was the first manufacturer in Switzerland to produce
lampposts out of steel tubes. The business was also vitalized by the in-house development of lamp-post couplings, a separation of the post and outreach arm. Earlier cantilever constructions, produced by the unit, were very awkward to handle,
especially in storing, galvanizing, transporting and assembly. The new square-tube
coupling enabled the stable connection of both construction elements that could be
separated again in case of different needs or collisions. This is one of the reasons
why many of these original BURRI lamp posts are still in use 60 years later.
Angled posts and sign gantries were developed for the first time in 1955 on behalf of Sauber and Gisin for the city of Zurich and have become proven standards
all over Switzerland. Only static requirements limit the desired delicacy. Particular
emphasis is given to slim, timeless designs as well as to efficient, covered cabling.

Lamp posts and posts in any design, from single
units to large series
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Client-specific dimensions and manufacture of guy
wire towers for contact lines and catenaries

Individually manufactured angled and special posts for use in modern urban contexts

The extension of traffic lanes created the need for spanning masts for overhead signs
and catenaries. Depending on the situation, many masts had to be individually dimensioned. Tube wall thicknesses and tapering varied according to static requirements.
Thanks to high quality and quick implementation times, from single pieces to large
series, lamp posts and masts are still a BURRI brand name after 80 years.

In the 1980s, electromechanical installations, such as alternating signals and lowerable crash-barriers were developed for traffic management. Radio-controlled hydraulically lowerable highway crash barriers up to 120 m long were amongst other
outstanding innovations and also met with great interest internationally. With an innovative shutter system with front glass, BURRI built alternating signals with up to six
subjects and thus avoided problems of reflections, condensation and active heating.

Lowerable crash-barriers and alternating signals for traffic diversion in front of tunnels

Since the expansion of its light and electronics department in 2012, BURRI has
once more started developing in-house lighting solutions for streets, buildings and
public spaces. The development of the METRO lighting system attached particular
importance to diverse mounting possibilities and ideal thermal management for a
long lifetime. Besides continuous adjustability for existing lamp posts, object-specific assembly and individual light dispersion are also possible.
METRO is manufactured in two sizes with different performance classes as lamp
posts or suspended or cantilever lamps.

The METRO LED lighting system is suitable for all
illumination situations, as suspended or cantilever
lamps or lamp posts

The knowhow for homogeneous, glare-free lighting of large surfaces originated from
advertising technology. As a synergy with traffic technology, an efficient LED signal
board light was developed that does not require any high-tension electricity and
with which existing installations may be simply upgraded.
For new traffic management installations, city and traffic engineers attach increasing importance, besides the purely functional, to aesthetics as an important aspect
of perception and identification. This sensitization is a great chance for the future
revaluation of public spaces.

Upgradable LED signal board lights, 40 Volt AC.
Directed light dispersion thanks to two independent
light tracks
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PROJECT PRESENTATION

ATHLETE’S VILLAGE:
LONDON OLYMPICS
SUSTAINABLE CITY DEVELOPMENT: FROM THE OLYMPICS TO A NEW CITY NEIGHBOURHOOD
THE LARGEST URBAN DEVELOPMENT PROJECT IN LONDON FOR MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED YEARS

Victory Park: a lasting landmark for the 2012 Summer Olympic Games

The “East Village” project is proof of the force of a vision that makes the almost
impossible possible within a short period and combines sustainability with aesthetics and economy.
When the 2012 Summer Olympics were awarded to London, the Olympic and Paralympic village was integrated into an already existing master plan that was to better link the area around Stratford in East London with the city. This neighbourhood
was to fulfil the highest requirements as to sustainability and quality of life. A
neighbourhood of superlatives: with the largest shopping centre in Europe, a school
for over 1,800 students, a large medical infrastructure and generous green spaces.
In “Athlete’s Village”, the Olympic village, which is now called “East Village”, buildings were constructed to the plans of 16 famous architects. Housing for athletes
was transformed after the 2012 Olympics into 2,800 living units, 50% of which
are social housing. Vogt Landscape Limited were especially interested in the social
conditions of this formerly disadvantaged neighbourhood in order to create urban
free space with many functions, corresponding in a durable manner to the needs
of the inhabitants. “The whole area will obviously greatly change”, thinks Irène
Djao-Rakitine, director at the Vogt Landscape Limited office in London. “We tried to
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Numerous rest and recreation zones in the urban environment BURRI 02 high-back chair

BURRI 02 adapted to the requirements of the
Disability Discrimination Act (DDA)

transfer the best of London’s public spaces to this project and thus to create a new
link because the area seemed very separate from the rest of London.”
Ten hectares of new parks, green spaces, avenues and public spaces were integrated into the Olympic village. Great importance was placed on the plantings, the
choice of ground covering and also the evaluation of the functional infrastructure
elements - the public elements – not only on design, but especially on high durability and low life-cycle costs.
The urban furniture was tested on site for over 18 months as to its safety, solidity and longevity. There were intensive evaluations as to the colour scheme and
maintenance as well as special standards such as the Disability Discrimination Act
(DDA). The optimised emptying mechanism of the Public Bin with damping brake
and flexible mounting possibilities was decisive, in addition to the matching design,
in deciding in favour of the BURRI Public Bin System and Dog Bin. The Public Bin
System can also be easily extended, allowing higher waste collection volumes or
easier refuse sorting. This was very important as significant increases are expected
in this area in the years ahead.

High density with generous public spaces

Versatile waste management system: Public Bin and Dog Bin for efficient waste management
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In the event of collisions, repair costs and thus lifecycle costs are significantly lower. Thanks to predetermined
breaking points, no additional foundation or surface work is necessary, posts and base units remain intact and can
quickly be replaced on site

Barrier posts were needed as zoning elements and delimitations, in both fixed and
removable versions. The BURRI Public Bollard with bayonet locking mechanism
and predetermined breaking point convinced the decision-makers in London both
aesthetically and technically. Particularly for the cobbled squares and special road
surfaces, they were looking for a durable solution that would not damage the surface in the event of collisions.
The Summer Olympics are now only a memory. The transformed “East Village”
neighbourhood has set standards for the future for sustainable urban planning
and functional urban design.

BURRI Public Bollard system with bayonet locking mechanism and predetermined breaking point
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Part of the new district is the largest new park in London for over 100 years, which serves as a “green lung” for London
with its surface area of more than 10 hectares and over 3,000 trees. Designed by Vogt Landscape Limited

BURRI 02 benches in various designs for various
users’ needs

The 2012 Olympics as the beginning of a high-quality city development to revaluate a former London
industrial quarter
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THE LANDI BENCH
DESIGN 1938 BY ALFRED ALTHERR & CHARLES HOCH | AUTHOR: PETRA RÖTHLISBERGER

The 1939 original

The “Landi bench” is by far the best-known Swiss bench. It was designed by architects Alfred Altherr and Charles Hoch for the fourth Swiss national exhibition,
the “Landi 1939” in Zurich.

Landi table-bench combination

Landi special, ergonomic lounger
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In July 1938, the city entrusted these two architects with the redesign of the lakeside promenade to be used to access the two exhibition areas on the left and right
shores of Lake Zurich. Among other things, the advisory subcommission had recommended the renovation of the existing benches, but Altherr and Hoch considered it
essential to replace at least some of the benches. They recommended a model they
had designed, and a total of around one hundred and thirty of these were placed
on the Utoquai, the Bürkliplatz and next to the Enge harbour. But the architects
kept the former model in the stretch between the Kongresshaus terrace and the
arboretum. Within the exhibition grounds, the Landi bench was probably only used
sparingly. At least the souvenir books from the national exhibition have hardly any
illustrations of the Landi bench.
After the exhibition, Altherr and Hoch’s bench was used in almost all green spaces
in the city of Zurich and is still used today as the standard bench in new installations. An estimated 2,500–3,000 of these benches can be found today in the city,
including many original benches from the time of the Exhibition.

The bench also spread far beyond Zurich, especially to SBB railway stations. In the
1960s and 1970s, popularity of the Landi bench temporarily waned. At the beginning of the 1990s, it enjoyed a renaissance in the projects of landscape architects
Dieter Kienast and Günther Vogt that continues to this day.
The original design consisted of 32 mm-thick painted steel tubes, bent on the
sides and welded on the back. Eleven grey 2.20 m-long spruce wood slats of
four different shapes are fixed to the metal frame: a bent slat on the front of the
seat, a droplet-shaped slat at the end of the backrest and, between, nine squaresection slats, three wider ones for the backrest and six narrower for the seat.
The bench is fastened with two bolts on each side through both steel feet to the
granite foundation.
After 1939, the Landi bench was manufactured by various suppliers, amongst
others with 26 mm steel tubes and a bent backrest instead of a welded one.
Alongside the dark grey of the first benches, the red colour also became standard.
The Landi bench underwent its most far-reaching changes in the 1970s, when
the city of Zurich wanted to go from wood to plastic slats. Since it was too expen-

Landi seniors bench, adapted ergonomics

Landi special, high-backed bench

Landi round bench, open with wide radius

sive to manufacture four different shapes, the design was reduced to a single type
of slat. This also entailed slight changes to the frame, so the backrest was curved
at the top to replace the rounding of the droplet-shaped slat. Simultaneously, the
seat height was raised from the original 39 to 45 cm. Despite the fact that the
plastic slats later disappeared, the simplifications remained. Further changes that
cannot be classified as to period concern the change from painted to galvanised
steel tubes and the fixing of the metal frame with only one bolt onto a concrete
instead of granite foundation.
Today, the Landi bench is exclusively manufactured by BURRI public elements Ltd.,
which is the only company that has done so without interruption since 1939.
Adapted to changing needs in public spaces, new types supplement the
original version of the Landi bench, whilst the company simultaneously restores
old benches.
Sources: Zurich city archives, Grün Stadt Zürich,
BURRI public elements Ltd. Glattbrugg
Landi round bench, classic
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SELECTED PRODUCTS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW: OUTDOOR SPACES
1

2

3

7

8

9
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EVOLUTION
FRÉDÉRIC DEDELLEY
Reduced to the essential: a flexible
seat-shell and an elegant stainless steel
frame with a swivel joint. Set directly
into the ground, with a footrest or as a
bar stool: Evolution turns 360°.

CITY LIGHTS LIGHT BOXES,
DISPLAY CABINETS, SHOWCASES
The City Lights information and advertising stands are based on a modular
system in various standard formats and
designs.

architonic.com/1005394

architonic.com/1121098

VIVAX COLLECTION
DANIEL HUNZIKER
The Vivax seat system impresses
with its classic, lively shape. The
basis for designer Daniel Hunziker
was the design and construction
philosophy of the proven Bauhausstyle Landi bench.
architonic.com/1226918

7

8

9

BURRI PUBLIC BOLLARD SYSTEM
NICHOLAS GRIMSHAW, IND. DESIGN
BURRI Public Bollards offer safety and
flexibility with minimum subsequent
costs. Thanks to predetermined breaking
points, costly surface work is avoided
when bollards are knocked over.

VIVENDI BENCH SYSTEM
NICOLAS BEUCKER
All elements of the Vivendi bench system are adapted to the special needs of
seniors and can be freely combined.

BURRI 02 TABLE
MARKUS MEILI, GÜNTHER VOGT
The table complements the proven BURRI 02 bench, seat and armchair collection in the same design language.

architonic.com/1226903

architonic.com/1226874

architonic.com/1121044
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IMPETUS TABLE
MARCELINE HAURI
The elegant table unites industrial precision with organic shapes and haptics.
The stainless steel side consoles bear
an Eternit plate with a pleasant surface
structure.
(BURRI 02 chairs, G. Vogt / M. Meili)
architonic.com/1273300

LANDSCAPE
FRÉDÉRIC DEDELLEY
Elegant, functional seating landscapes:
the modular Landscape furniture system permits numerous arrangements
that react individually and differently to
specific spaces.

PUBLIC BIN WASTE SYSTEM

architonic.com/1007227

architonic.com/1121040

10

11

12

MODULAR PEDESTRIAN
GUIDANCE SYSTEM
The printed panels can be freely distributed and supplemented or replaced
individually without tools. Design, materials and finish are especially suited to
the high demands of public spaces.

PLICO SYSTEM ELEMENTS
ROLF NIMMRICHTER
Plico’s folded “Leaves” result in a new
type of bench. Plico consist of at least
three similar elements, which can be
supplemented and arranged at will in a
wide variety of configurations.

KICKBOARDZ
BEAT KARRER
No more folding and hanging up that
annoy children. Push in and, if necessary, lock with a key. KickboardZ is made
of stainless steel, is extremely robust
and can be fitted in various ways.

architonic.com/1121468

architonic.com/1226911

architonic.com/1098364

The proven Public Bin with up to
110-litre capacity for longer emptying
intervals or elegant waste separation.
Separate ashtray or Dog Bin with bag
dispenser.
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SELECTED PROJECTS

PROJECT OVERVIEW: PARKS

Oerliker Park
Zulauf, Seippel, Schweingruber

Roof garden Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
Dan Graham and Günther Vogt
© The Metropolitan Museum of Art

Brühlgutpark, Winterthur
Rotzler Krebs Partner

Media Quarter, St. Marx, Vienna
pur architecture
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ETH Zurich Campus
Light planning: nachtaktiv

Lohsepark, Hamburg
Vogt Landscape Limited

Angered City Park, Gothenburg
Tema:

Herrenhäuser Gardens, Hanover
Hager Partner AG

Highcross Quarter, Leicester
Neil Tully Associates

Festspielhaus, Bregenz
Vogt Landscape Limited

Superkilen, Copenhagen
BIG, Topotek1, Superflex

MFO Park, Zurich-Oerlikon
Raderschall Landscape architects
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Usability

Efficiency

Durability

Social
sustainability

Safety

Environmental
impact
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